and taking as points of reference concepts such as "verbal hygiene" (Cameron 1995) , "standard language ideology" (Milroy and Milroy 1999) 
Linguists on "Romglish"
The label "romgleză", "Romglish", has been frequently employed in the Romanian media (see Stoichițoiu-Ichim 2003 for an exploration of this label). The label is an intuitive one and has been used both by non-specialists and by linguists. It is a label coined in the late 90s by Eugen Simion, a notable member of the Romanian Academy, to refer to what he perceived as the increasing hybridisation in the post-communist discourse of the Romanian media. Simion coined it as a pejorative label, a probable model being the well-known French term "franglais" which belongs to the French purist René Etiemble, the author of the now famous 1964 essay Parlez-vous franglais. In a 2001 newspaper article, Simion referred to Romglish as an "intolerable jargon which tends to spread like scabies and to stultify language, to uglify it" (translation of the Romanian "jargon intolerabil care tinde să se împrăștie ca râia și să prostească, să urâțească limba", Simion 2001) .
The use of the label in the Romanian media has remained predominantly dismissive. Linguists themselves use the term, (see the chapter title "Our Daily Romglish", translation of "Romgleza noastră cea de toate zilele" in a popular prescriptive book by Adina Dragomirescu and Alexandru Nicolae 2011), as Anglicisms have been a frequent topic of discussion for Romanian linguists. The label has been used mainly to loosely designate those cases which are perceived as "excessive borrowing" (especially for those lexical borrowings from English that do not undergo morphophonological adaptation) or for the adaptation of lexical elements or phrasal constituents from English into Romanian, such as calques, and sometimes for the cases of code-mixing (see media reactions to the debate involving Ioana Petrescu, former Minister of Finance). The phrase "corporate jargon" has been also used as an equivalent for "Romglish", as shown by a recent article from February 2015 in the general-audience newspaper Adevărul. The Adevărul article quotes as a sample of Romglish a sentence such as the one below:
Crezi că face sens (calque -make sense) să forcastăm (lexical borrowing -forecast-Rom infl) -în continuare pe pipeline-ul (pipeline -Rom infl) deja existent, în care customizăm (custom -Rom infl) produsele de end-user? (end-user) (Nicolaescu 2015) [My emphasis. My explanation] (English translation: Do you think it makes sense to continue to forecast the end-user products on the already existing pipeline?) Infrequently, the term "Romglish" has been used to refer to the English (often hybridised with Romanian) spoken by certain political actors or bureaucrats in international contexts. In this case, the label retains pejorative connotations in the Romanian media, the "improper" use of English by certain key Romanian actors being perceived as undermining their credibility as legitimate representatives of the Romanian nation-state. While the complexities associated with the label "Romglish" in the Romanian media require further discussion and a comparison with widely used labels of the type "Spanglish" should make the object of future research, the present paper proposes to focus on the predominant use of the label "Romglish" in the Romanian media, namely that of "excessive borrowing"/ "corporate jargon".
The label "Romglish" relies on an ideal of linguistic homogeneity (language which is imagined as homogeneous, see Benedict Anderson's well-known "imagined communities", Anderson 1991 , see also Park 2010 , which is central to the modern nation-state. As this label suggests, the present context, which is one of globalisation, poses important challenges to the idealised integrity of the Romanian language. This analysis proposes to examine the way in which the contemporary media in Romania attempt to maintain this ideal of purity, acting as "verbal hygienists". More particularly, concentrating on language ideology, the paper will centre on the way in which the media make use of linguists' expert opinions, in their attempt of preserving the homogeneity of the nation-state.
Language ideologies are significant tools in the discursive construction of social identities, reflecting "asymmetric social relations" (Fairclough 2001 ) and enabling the exclusion of individuals or groups. Language ideology can be envisaged as a set of "representations, whether explicit or implicit that construe the intersection of language and human being in a social world" (Woolard 1998:8) . One of the specific contexts where such representations can be identified is the level of metalinguistic discourse, which includes an explicit discussion (by "experts" or people who assume the mantle of experts) and evaluation of the ways in which speakers should employ language (Johnson and Milani 2010) .
An examination of the ideological dimension of language representation in the Romanian media becomes particularly relevant in the context of globalisation, a context where language itself -one of the main means of unifying nation-states -is re-conceptualised (Johnson and Milani 2010) . The frequent use of labels such as "Romglish" in the media is an indication of the growing tension between the idealised linguistic homogeneousness of the nation-state and the hybridity involved by globalisation (Park 2010:64-65) . The importance of language ideological research into the ideological attitudes of linguists has been emphasised by previous researchers (Milroy 2012) . In this respect, I have chosen to focus on the interviews of two prominent Romanian linguists, who were asked to comment in the media upon the present state of the Romanian language and on the label "Romglish".
The Both linguists who were interviewed are often quoted in the Romanian media when the opinion of a language expert is needed. Rodica Zafiu is a professor at the University of Bucharest (currently the head of the Department of Romanian and a vice dean of the Faculty of Letters) and also a linguist who has had regular columns in the cultural press. She is probably the best-known linguist in the contemporary Romanian media and is also affiliated with the Romanian Academy. The other linguist is Marius Sala, for several years the vicepresident of the Romanian Academy and also the head of the Academy's Institute of Linguistics. Both Zafiu and Sala are highly respected descriptive linguists, whose works have become points of reference in Romanian and Romance linguistics. At the same time, it is relevant to emphasise, for the purposes of this analysis, these linguists' affiliation with the Romanian Academy, an institution which closely follows the model of prescriptivism established by L'Académie Française. The position of these linguists is an interesting one: they are descriptive linguists, but, at the same time, their connection with the Romanian Academy -the main guardian of the values of linguistic prescriptivism -and their frequent presence in the media as "experts" gives them the symbolic status of "guardians of the language" in the eyes of the Romanian public.
Both linguists were asked to comment on the influx of Anglicisms into Romanian and on the label "Romglish". It is significant to underline from the very beginning that their answers differ from the visceral attitudes often expressed by Romanian cultural personalities in the media. The comments such cultural personalities make usually involve keywords with strong purist overtones such as "mutilare", which would roughly translate as "mangling" -a well-known keyword which was often used in the famous purist controversies of Europe (see comments such as those made by prominent public figures such as Andrei Pleșu or Gabriel Liiceanu, who openly embrace the position of "guardians of the language").
When asked about the influx of Anglicisms into Romanian, both Sala and Zafiu attempt to avoid the familiar keywords permeating purist comments. Here is my English translation (followed by the Romanian source text) of Rodica Zafiu's answer to a question concerning Anglicisms:
There are many words in Romanian that have been borrowed from English, the so-called "Anglicisms". Do contemporary "Anglicisms" bother you? Rodica Zafiu: Of course I am bothered by some. Any new element in a language, especially when it is redundantly employed where an already existing one could have been used, is bothersome. Take my case, for example, I am not so much bothered by the pure English loanwords -which eventually adapt -but by calques -imitations of English structures -which interfere there where they aren't needed and modify the existing structures of that language, the word combinations (…) The problem is not necessarily borrowing English words -Romglish, that is -but using certain expressions which have been clichéd. [My emphasis] (Sunt foarte multe cuvinte în limba română care provin din limba engleză, aşa numitele "englezisme". Vă supără "englezismele" astăzi? Rodica Zafiu: Sigur că unele mă supără. Orice element nou în limbă, mai ales când e folosit inutil în locul unuia care exista deja e supărător. Se întâmplă însă că, după o vreme, ne mai obişnuim cu unele dintre ele. Pe mine, de pildă, nu mă supără atât de mult purele împrumuturi din engleză -care se adaptează până la urmă -, cât acele calcuri -imitări de structuri din engleză -care intervin chiar acolo unde n-ar fi nevoie de ele şi care modifică structurile existente ale limbii, combinaţiile de cuvinte. (…) Nu atât împrumutul cuvintelor englezeşti -limba "romglish" -e un lucru grav, ci clişeizarea anumitor formulări.) (Ofițeru 2015) Zafiu's answer to the question involving the influx of Anglicisms into Romanian is that she does not find borrowing itself distressing, but the presence of calque. The linguist uses phrases such as "modify existing structures", where the stress falls on structure, which is seen as the core of language. In her view, calque is offensive due to the element of hybridity which accompanies it, as a disruption of the homogeneousness represented by the existing structures of Romanian. Covertly, the linguist relies on the myths of homogeneity and of purity (Watts 2011) , which are part of the discourse archive underlying language ideology (Watts 2011) . The use of the phrase "pure English loanwords" (a literal translation from Romanian of a phrase that could be rendered as "the loanwords themselves") in contrast with "calques" is an indication of the reliance on purity as a guarantee of the linguistic independence of the nation-state, which does not rely on "imitations" of foreign linguistic structures.
Zafiu is well aware of the tension between the imagined homogeneity of the nationstate and the heterogeneousness brought about by the present context, actually underlining later in the interview that the present context is one of noise that disrupts communication, of "annoying polyphony". She states that the present polyphonic context makes the contrast between homogeneity and heterogeneousness appear more prominent.
If we examine the interview in Cultura, we can see that Marius Sala's interviewer asks a question which is different to a certain extent from the one asked by Zafiu's interviewer. The interviewer's question does not start from the negative assumption that Anglicisms can be "bothersome", but rather relies on a positive image of "rejuvenation": Gândiţi-vă, de pildă, la soarta franţuzismelor din secolul pe care l-aţi evocat. Pe de altă parte, sigur că limba se schimbă în timp, fără însă să-şi modifice esenţa. Vă asigur că româna nu va deveni o limbă anglo-saxonă, ci va rămâne o limbã romanică!) (Crișciu 2014) Marius Sala's answer has clearer purist overtones than Rodica Zafiu's answer. As can be seen, there are old topoi in the purist tradition on which the linguist relies, namely "fashion", "snobbery", "useless loans", which are quite reminiscent of well-known purist comments in the European tradition (the British inkhorn controversy, les précieuses ridicules of France, nineteenth-century Romanian authors ridiculing affectation). What is important to underline here is that the central anthropomorphic metaphor (<a language is a human being>, see Watts 2011) is made very prominent by the linguist's answer. A language is a human being and therefore language is "wise" and will make decisions for itself (by keeping only those loanwords that it really needs). The Enlightenment view, that according to which the linguist should actively cultivate or polish language is replaced here with the Romantic one: it is language that makes its own wise decisions. The linguist does not take the active domineering position of the verbal hygienist, but assures the public that language will be taking care of its own hygiene.
In view of the invasion of Anglicisms and of other "isms"", do you think that a "rejuvenation of our language" (lit. Romanian -refreshing) is possible, the way it happened before, for example in the
While the academician's position is no longer one of extreme authority, he nevertheless has to fulfil his role as a guardian of the language -as a defender of homogeneity -reassuring the public that Romanian will not change its essence, the myth of homogeneity (Watts 2011 ) meeting the myth of legitimacy (Watts 2011) : legitimate Romanian (the Romanian language whose legitimacy and prestige come from its being Romance, since the Romanian state is symbolically a descendant of Rome) will not alter its true nature by becoming Anglo-Saxon. Here, the descriptive linguistics terms "Anglo-Saxon" and "Romance" are employed in order to support the myths of legitimacy and of homogeneity: the guardian of the language assures us that what defines Romanian (giving it legitimacy/homogeneity) is not bound to alter in the present context (one of contact with an Anglo-Saxon language).
Both interviews focussing on the present state of Romanian also include questions centring on the people who contribute to the "ruin of language", referred to by the term "language ruiners" (a literal translation of the Romanian "stricătorii de limba" -a phrase that has been often used by extreme purists in the contemporary media). Marius Sala's answer has been listed here first, followed by Rodica Zafiu's answer to a similar question (target texts being followed by their source texts):
It has been often said that those who ruin language are those who make excessive use of neologisms. In the end, those neologisms turned out to be useful and were integrated. Who are today's "language ruiners"? Marius Sala: To use a cliché, every excess is harmful. Regarding language, the "ruiners" are, first and foremost, those who make serious grammatical errors (and their numbers are considerable). It is only in second place that I'd mention Romglish speakers -it's a fad, something they'll get over. Marius Sala: Orice exces este dăunător, ca să mă exprim în truisme. În ceea ce priveşte limba, "stricători" sunt, mai întâi, cei care fac greşeli gramaticale grave (şi, din păcate, nu sunt puţini). Abia pe locul doi i-aş menţiona pe cei care vorbesc romgleza, pentru că sunt convins că le va trece!) (Crișciu 2014) Many people employ the phrase "the ruin of language". What does ruining language mean? Is it possible for someone to ruin Romanian? Rodica Zafiu: The possibility is very remote. The concept of "ruin" is evaluative and questionable. Scientifically speaking, we say that a language develops, it's permanently subject to change. When somebody calls this "ruin", this is, most of the times, a subjective view, an expression of someone's feelings. Of course we can say that a language risks disappearing, shifting (literal translation: runs the risk of degradation -lit. for Rom degradare), when -under the influence of another language -it gets to a creole stage, where its grammar is simplified and its words are totally mixed. But this stage is very hard to imagine for a language of culture such as Romanian, which has a literature of its own, dictionaries, cultural institutions. To say that Romanian "is ruined" is an exaggeration. Some of the changes which scare people will disappear, others will however become part of the language. [My emphasis] (Sunt mulţi cei care folosesc sintagma " stricarea limbii". Ce înseamnă a se strica limba? E posibil să se strice limba română? Rodica Zafiu: E o posibilitate extrem de redusă. Conceptul de "stricat" este unul evaluativ şi discutabil. Din punct de vedere ştiinţific, considerăm doar că limba se modifică, este într-o schimbare permanentă. Când cineva numeşte schimbarea "stricare", e vorba, de cele mai multe ori, de o apreciere subiectivă, de exprimarea unui sentiment. Sigur că putem spune că o limbă riscă să se piardă, să se degradeze, când -sub influenţa altei limbi -ajunge la stadiul de creolă, în care gramatica se simplifică iar cuvintele sunt total amestecate. Dar stadiul acesta este foarte greu de imaginat pentru o limbă de cultură ca româna, care are o literatură, dicţionare, instituţii culturale. A spune că limba română "se strică" este complet exagerat. Unele dintre schimbările care acum îi sperie pe unii au să dispară, altele au să se integreze.) (Ofițeru 2015) As can be seen, Marius Sala takes a stronger guardian position than Rodica Zafiu: he does not dispute the phrase "the ruin of language" and he identifies those who ruin language as those who make grammatical errors, employing (unprompted) the label "Romglish" in order to dismissively refer to a group of speakers whom he had earlier designated as a class of semiliterate snobs. In this manner, the linguist fulfils his "language guardian" function, further reassuring the public that Romglish is no threat to the integrity of Romanian. Unlike Sala's answer, Rodica Zafiu's answer does not embrace an overtly prescriptive position. As a linguist familiar with the concept of language ideology, she draws attention to the danger of using evaluative labels. However, her use of the term "creolization" is interesting for our discussion; Zafiu defines "creole" by employing a definition easy to understand for the general public -"simplified grammar", "totally mixed words". It is interesting to see that she herself steps into her position as a guardian of the language, as she reassures the public that Romanian will not undergo "creolization", due to the fact that the language is supported by literature/dictionaries/cultural institutions, namely by guardian institutions defending the imagined homogeneity of Romanian. The implication here is that a "creole" is not a "language of culture" and that, as a language which is defended by guardian cultural institutions, Romanian does not run the risk of becoming a "creole" (the Romanian linguistic term "degradation" is used here). As in the case of Marius Sala's use of the AngloSaxon/Romance opposition, Zafiu's use of the term "creolization" points to the use of a descriptive conceptual framework in order to support a (covertly) prescriptive position -that of the guardian of the language reassuring the public that the imagined homogeneity of the Romanian nation-state is in no way under threat, since the nation-state is defended by appropriate cultural institutions.
Conclusion
The paper has focused on the language-ideological component underlying the attitudes expressed by two prominent linguists who are featured as authorities in the Romanian media. The interviews are embedded in standard language ideology, a fact which is made manifest by their chosen titles, which rely on keywords such as "Romglish" and "correctly". As such keywords indicate, the underlying premise is one of linguistic homogeneity, and the linguists who are interviewed are automatically placed in the position of "guardians of the Romanian language". The paper has examined the way in which the linguists themselves define (or redefine) this position in the present context, which is one of globalisation.
While neither of the two experts interviewed takes an extreme purist position, both linguists however fulfil their obligations as "guardians of the language". Marius Sala employs evaluative labels with moderately purist overtones (which Zafiu avoids), while both linguists employ concepts belonging to a descriptive framework (Anglo-Saxon/Romance; creole/language of culture) in order to legitimate "proper Romanian". Here, the position of the language expert is not that of the overtly professed "verbal hygienist", as both these linguists profess themselves unable to control language, none of them making an overt "language complaint" or attempting to make "prescriptions". The position taken by Sala and Zafiu differs considerably from that of other Romanian cultural personalities, whose comments in the media bear strongly puristic overtones, often taking the form of visceral language laments. Nevertheless, the linguists remain committed to the myths of homogeneity and legitimacy underlying a discourse archive that has functioned in Romania since the nineteenth century (see Watts 2011 for the concept of "language myths" and the Foucauldian concept "discourse archive"). In both cases, descriptive concepts (such as "Romance language" or "creolization") are used to support a discourse archive where the nation-state is still imagined as homogeneous. The role that these experts assume is one of reassuring the Romanian public that, in spite of the hybridity and transculturation of the present age, the imagined integrity of Romanian is not under threat. This takes place in a present context where the role of "guardian of the language" becomes increasingly problematic, since the imagined homogeneity of the nation-state (relying on the "pure language myth", Watts 2011) is, as previous analyses have shown, increasingly challenged by the growing heterogeneousness involved by globalisation.
